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Abstract - Automotive lighting technology has a rough and hard journey in the past from candle to nowadays LEDs. Having 
high efficacy with LEDs, luminous flux decrease is a thermal management problem that should be handled with. Minimum 
luminous flux requirements are determined by specific regulations and in design phase, the limits of optical design of each 
function in lighting unit has to be exceeded. High optical requirement results with high thermal power that has to be 

considered and managed in design of lighting units. Thermal management of lighting device can be handled both with 
thermal transients and steady state numerical approximation procedures. Thermal transient management is time consuming 
task and not appropriate for numerical experimentation on design of lighting device. Because of several functions that has 
the device to satisfy with like signal, turn indicator and tail function. Each function has to be investigated in detail through 
standards. Instead of thermal transients defining local power constants enable the analyst to predict transient characteristic of 
the function clearly. In this study defining appropriate thermal power constants for the steady state approach in order to 
predict thermal transient characteristic of a lighting device is investigated. Numerical results with steady state approximation 
are compared with test results, and appropriate power constants identified. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The thermal design in automotive exterior lighting 

products affects reliability. Thermal management 

process, which include pre-design for quotation and 

validation tests before the serial production, is long 

term work. Several tests and analyses are performed 

at all design stages. Thermal expectation from design 

criteria is to make appropriate selection of material 

which has effects on cost, manufacturability and 
lifetime [1-3].  

 

The process starts with determining thermal powers 

on each component, and making initial calculations 

for the PCBs’ dimensions. Initial power estimations 

are defined through the electronic and the optic 

requisites. Options of thermal management will 

enable the analyst to decide the cooling strategy. 

Passive cooling on the PCBs is directly related with 

surface area, after determining the power of 

components. If the allocated lighting space does not 
dissipate heat generated to keep the components safe 

enough, active cooling systems are considered [4, 5]. 

Thermal criteria is case sensitive depending on the 

technology utilized in lighting. Halogen or LEDs, the 

light source defines the requirements from the 

thermal management. Even though, the plastic parts 

get more warmed with halogens, Vicat softening and 

heat deflection temperatures of the plastics are 

considered in design phase for both. Headlamp and 

rear combination lamps have different tasks to 

perform. Each task is called functions of lighting 

unitconsidered in design phase. If headlamp and 
module is considered, functions are Low Beam, High 

Beam, Signal and Cornering. If LED is the light 

source, extra numerical experiments run to predict 

luminous flux degradation, which is caused by 

junction temperature of LEDs, on each functions. The 

degradation of LED light source, is identified as a 

drop in light intensity of the lighting unit and is 

important because of optical necessity to satisfy the 

regulated light pattern. Thermal transient analysis 

approximation to predict the degradation performance 

of the lighting unit is the most appropriate method for 

numerical experimentation. However, it is difficult 
and time consuming task, especially in design phase 

of lighting device there are several design updates 

and changes to be handled with. This makes thermal 

transient numerical solution procedure inappropriate 

in design phase. Instead less costly and faster 

numerical approximations are essential. That is the 

case in this study to take place, to identify suitable 

thermal power constants to capture thermal transient 

characteristics of lighting unit and to enable analyst to 

predict accurate thermal management of the lighting 

device. 
 In design phase, thermal simulations and the 

prototype tests are the main tools in decision making. 

In numerical experimentations, fluid and thermal 

simulations provide high accuracy results and, also 

give the chance to try-out various options to construct 

optimum design before the prototype tests installed 

and production facilities started [5].  

 

Dynamic lighting function is not steady state lighting-

on. Some function flashing, some function 

periodically turns On and Off. This leads difficulty of 

prediction of solder point temperature of hot-spot 
locations on the PCB.  
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Generally thermal approaches for unsteady, which 

can be assumed steady-state after multiply by suitable 
constant. However, this formulation not gives you, 

values at 30th minute, to predict the degradation of 

LED’s utilized in the lighting device. Temperature 

changes during the period of time, transient solutions 

should be adopted [6-9]. 

Steady state solution approximates the value that 

there is no change depending on time is the case. In a 

lighting scenario, every function of the lighting unit is 

active periodically, permanently or flashing. 

Understanding the effects of function modes are 

critical to get accurate results compared with test.  

Identifying thermal management results of the 
product enables the analyst to evaluate the 

performance of the lighting unit. Approximating the 

thermal management of a lighting device with steady 

state numerical solutions reduces the time needed for 

the solution and eases the solution procedure. 

However, steady state solution approximation needs 

power constants to be identified that will take place in 

the thermal management of lighting device. 

 

II. STEADY-STATE SOLUTION SCENARIO 

CONSTANTS 
 

All test were performed 23°C ambient temperature 

conditions. Tail, Stop, Signal and Reverse function 

were reviewed. Each function has different scenario 

and different power constant to be adopted. 

Temperature of LED’s and some control component 

were measured. 

 

2.1. Lighting Function Scenario Results 

Tail function is permanently lighting-ON. Tail 

semiconductors’ temperatures were reached %92 

values before the 30th minute. It can be predicted that 
%97 values are at the 60th minute and %100 values 

after the 90th minute.  

 

 
Fig.1. Temperature measurements for tail function 

permanently lighting on during 180 minutes 

 

Stop function period is 20 seconds ON and 5 seconds 
OFF. Stop semiconductors’ temperatures were 

reached %83 values before the 30th minute. It can be 

predicted from Fig. 2 that %97 values are at the 60th 

minute and %100 values after the 90th minute. 
 

 
Fig.2. Temperature measurements for stop function 

periodically lighting on during 180 minutes 

 

Signal function is continuously flashing. Signal 

semiconductors’ temperatures were reached %83 

values before the 30th minute. It can be predicted 

from Fig. 3 that %97 values are at the 60th minute 

and %100 values after the 90th minute. 
 

 
Fig.3. Temperature measurements for signal function flashing 

lighting on during 180 minutes 

 

Reverse function period is 5 minutes ON and 5 

minutes OFF. Reverse semiconductors’ temperatures 

were reached %94 values before the 30th minute. It 

can be predicted from Fig. 4 that %99 values are at 
the 60th minute and %100 values after the 90th 

minute. 

 

 
Fig.4. Temperature measurements for reverse function 

periodically lighting on during 180 minutes 
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2.2. Evaluation of Scenario Constants 

 
In the evaluation of the scenario constants or power 

constants, each function one-by-one is activated 

permanently during 90 minutes. Meaning that no 

scenario is identified. 

 

 
Fig.5. Temperature measurements for stop function 

permanently lighting on during 90 minutes 

 

 
 

Fig.6. Temperature measurements for signal function 

flashing/wibi lighting on during 90 minutes 

 

 
Fig.7. Temperature measurements for reverse function 

permanently lighting on during 90 minutes 

 

Results predicted in Fig. 5 to Fig. 7 identifies the 

thermal characteristic of each function in 90 minutes 

period. That is further be utilized in predicting 

scenario or power constants in comparison with the 

thermal transients of the test of each function in the 

lighting unit. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1. Scenario Constants(Power Constants) 

In a typical automotive signal lighting scenario all the 

functions can be lighting-ON same time or 

subsequently. All these periodical values were 

applied for related functions and starting the lighting-

ON at lighting unit. Case with scenario and Case 

without scenario were overlapped and determined the 

scenario or power constant for that function. The 

results of the study show that power constants vary 

with the scenario. These results can be employed in 

steady state thermal analysis.    

Stop function scenario constant are evaluated 0.84 for 
LED, 0.87 for resistor component and 0.88 for driver 

component. 

 

 
Fig.8. Scenario constants calculations for stop function during 

90 minutes 

 

 
Fig.9. Scenario constants calculations for stop function LED 

during 90 minutes 

 

Reverse function scenario constants are evaluated 

0.82 for LED and 0.88 for Transistor component. 

 

 
Fig.10. Scenario constants calculations for reverse function 

during 90 minutes 

Signal function with flashing scenario constants are 

evaluated 0.64 for LED and 0.64 for Driver 

component.Signal function with Wibi scenario 
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constants are evaluated 0.56 for LED and 0.53 for 

Driver component. 
 

 
Fig.11. Scenario constants calculations for signal function 

during 90 minutes 

 

 
Table 1: Scenario constants for signal lambs 

 

Predicted steady state thermal simulation with the 

scenario or power constants depicted through Fig. 12 

and Fig. 15. In steady state thermal management 

power of each component is defined with the 
appropriate scenario constant defined through 

function tests. 

 

 
Fig.12. Simulation results for Tail LEDs 

 
Fig.13. Simulation results for Stop LEDs 

 

 

 
Fig.14. Simulation results for Reverse LEDs 

 

 
Fig.15. Simulation results for Signal LED 

LED Driver Resistor Transistor

Tail Continously ON 1 1 1 1

Stop 20s ON/5s OFF 0,84 0,88 0,87 -

Reverse 5m ON/5m OFF 0,82 - - 0,88

Signal_Flashing Continously Flashing 0,64 0,64 - -

Signal Wibi Continously Wibi 0,56 0,53 - -

Scenario Constants
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Temperature distribution on each component in the 

steady state thermal management has a very good 
agreement with the results obtained in tests. Test 

environment includes transient effects that comes 

from active cooling and heating system that has to be 

set to a certain environment temperature in the 

chamber. However, in steady state thermal 

management process these effects are all 

approximated through thermal scenario or power 

constants. Predicted approximation presented in this 

study is a proper alternative way of predicting the 

thermal transient effects employing scenario or power 

constants approach. 

 

 
Table 2: Comparison of Steady State Simulation results with 

Scenario constants for Lighting unit functions and Tests. 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 
In this study, 

An approach to identify thermal scenario constants or 

power constants presented. Identified scenario 

constants are defined and employed in thermal steady 

state approach. 

 

Thermal transient effects are captured employing 

scenario constants in steady state thermal analysis 

approach. Results are in very good agreement with 

test results obtained in thermal chamber. 
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